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By Islam Al-Sharaa

KUWAIT: Huawei Consumer Business Group (CBG) held a media round-
table in Kuwait to discuss the key innovations the brand is driving in the con-
sumer smartphone industry, both globally and regionally, and announced the
launch of its new HUAWEI nova 3 and HUAWEI nova 3i in Kuwait. The brand
has been leading a new era of smartphone innovation since it launched its
Kirin 970 Chipset powered by AI. 

With continuous strides at path-breaking innovations, Huawei CBG is
bringing Artificial Intelligence (AI) to enhance consumers’ experience
through its rich portfolio including revolutionary smartphones such as
Huawei P20 Pro series and today with Huawei nova 3 series. The Huawei
nova 3 and Huawei nova 3i are innovative AI powered devices with dual
front-facing cameras with a 24MP primary sensor and a 2MP sensor that are
designed to offer users the best-in-technology ‘selfie’ that a smartphone can
offer.

“We are delighted to announce the launch of Huawei nova 3 and Huawei
nova 3i in Kuwait. Both these smartphones have unparalleled AI capabilities
when it comes to the dual front camera features that capture every detail
beyond the face in a selfie. It introduces AI background scene recognition in
front camera and has the ability to
recognize age, gender and skin tone
to capture perfect AI selfies. Selfies,
these days, are a self-expression of
our confidence, our bravery and our
passion, especially amongst the
younger generation.  We are confident
that the launch of the new HUAWEI
nova 3 series will be a success
amongst the selfie lovers in Kuwait,”
said Peter Wu, Director of Huawei
CBG Kuwait 

“With phenomenal smartphone
and internet penetration, Kuwait is
one of the most crucial markets for
Huawei and over the last couple of years; we have grown from strength to
strength, focusing on improving the quality of our products, services and
market performance. In addition, we are constantly developing meaningful
ways to connect with the region’s tech-savvy consumers and our esteemed
brand rankings year on year are a testimony to the brand evolution in
Kuwait,” added Wu.

Huawei nova 3 series is designed with the younger and trendier con-
sumers in mind, for whom a smartphone is not just part of their lifestyle but
also represents their personal style. The series is designed to offer an AI-
enhanced lifestyle, which includes a huge focus on an outstanding selfie
experience with its AI beautification features and front camera that allows
one to capture perfect selfie in one click. Previous HUAWEI nova 2 and
HUAWEI nova 3e had received substantial success across the region and the
latest HUAWEI nova 3 series is a step further and a breakthrough in smart-
phone camera industry.

Huawei CBG has globally led the AI-powered smartphone category

based on its industry research and development over the last year and has
reflected its innovations across all its product categories.

AI-enhanced dual front cameras 
The intelligent smartphone is equipped with a 24MP camera both in the

front and at the rear to capture the best-looking selfies. The AI enhance-
ments will create selfies at the first click by capturing both the face and the
surroundings. The new f/2.0 wide aperture lens on the 24MP high-resolution
front camera is joined by a 2MP broad spectrum color sensor that captures
depth-of-field information for authentic bokeh effects. 

AI scene recognition
HUAWEI nova 3 series features AI scene recognition enabled with over

200 different scenarios across eight unique categories that include blue
skies, beaches, plants, night, stage performances, flowers, rooms and snow.
Hence, the AI powered phones will recognize the background by it a plant, a
room, etc and capture every detail to create an enhanced selfie that offers
best color optimization features. 

AI enabled beauty algorithm
HUAWEI nova 3’s camera has a set focal

length of 35mm for selfies providing the best-in-
technology to capture a stunning AI selfie. The AI
enabled beauty algorithm offers seven skin tones
and textures for users to choose from and cus-
tomize their selfies to create their own definition
of beauty. 

The third-generation intelligent device also
supports real-time High Definition Range (HDR)
footage preview and recording, in addition to stu-
dio-quality lighting options. Further, it accurately
maps the five facial features of a subject and
develops a 3D model in order to identify areas

that require additional lighting or beautification. This would also work well
with 3D Qmoji, a fun feature that digitally transposes the face of a user onto
a digital avatar.

AI capability
HUAWEI nova 3 runs on Kirin 970 with up to 4GB memory and the

newest EMUI 8.2 to offer a flagship-class experience to users and HUAWEI
nova 3i is equipped with a Kirin 710 AI processor with up to 4 GB memory
and EMUI 8.2 for flagship performance. 

Price and Availability in Kuwait
Both the HUAWEI nova 3 and nova 3i will be available for pre-order from

August 1, 2018, at the across select retailers in Kuwait, and will be on shelf
from August 16, 2018. The HUAWEI nova 3 will be available in Iris Purple,
Airy Blue and Black colors at price of KWD 144.9 and the Huawei nova 3i
will be available in Iris Purple, Pearl White and Black colors at KWD 99.9.
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In an interview with Kuwait Times
Huawei’s General Manager Peter
Wu discussed about the various

new features and the unparalleled AI
capabilities of the new series.

Kuwait Times: As the General
Manager of Huawei Consumer
Business Group, you are responsi-
ble of guiding the group’s brand
strategy in Kuwait. How do you
look at your experience in enhanc-
ing distributor partnerships and
driving service localization ever
since the establishment of the
Experience Center in 2016? 

Peter Wu: We put efforts in
enhancing business with independent
retailers offering them business solu-
tions to improve the user experience.
Recently in late July, we held the
channels partners summit in China and invited key retailers from Kuwait to attend
the summit in Shenzhen. At Huawei we also tailor programs to work hand in hand
with retail partners in Kuwait closely and more effectively.

Increasing manpower in retail shops in local countries has also been one of
the brand priorities, this not only contributes to creating more job opportunities
within the retail industry, but also helps grow and achieve success together with
local strategic channel partners. 

KT: Can you elaborate a little bit on the customer-centric policy of the
group in building long-term relationships with the customers?

PW: Huawei CBG Kuwait plans to add more dedicated service centers to
ensure its world class customer service and innovation in the region, and upgrade
its experience shops with innovative and ultimate concepts

KT: What are the strategic initiatives of the group in ensuring greater
value and quality as you introduce the latest technological advances via
Huawei products in the country? 

PW: We are very proud to say one of our strongest partnership is with
Porsche. A partnership that reflects both brands’ philosophy that superior design
is just as important as performance and we are very proud to have achieved both.
We know Kuwait is one of the markets that appreciates innovation and crafts-
manship and just as Huawei is known for its innovative and intelligent devices,
Porsche is also renowned for its high horsepower and design standards, making
this the perfect partnership to develop a unique, luxurious and brilliant model. 

Another interesting topic we will be talking about next year in the industry is
5G. as the next decade will witness 4G evolution to 5G, 5G technologies will ush-
er in a fully-connected, intelligent world, in which there will be a faster and more
extensive industrial revolution as we strive to build a better-connected world to
our users. 

As also mentioned in today’s roundtable, Huawei had partnered with Saad
Club, Kuwait & Kuwaiti Celebrity Photographer Abdullah Al-Shayji to launch
smartphone photography workshops that focuses on empowering young Kuwaiti
photography enthusiasts with the latest skills to allow them to take perfect pic-
tures from their mobile phones and also to explore the breakthrough camera
technology used by Huawei across its devices.

We remain focused on providing our consumers access to best-in-class tech-
nology, innovative devices and exceptional quality products, to develop more
meaningful ways to stay connected. We will continue to focus on expanding our
investment in R&D, innovation and building brand awareness in markets around
the world.

Peter Wu

Huawei to open service
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WASHINGTON: Creators of fake accounts
and news pages on Facebook are learning
from their past mistakes and making them-
selves harder to track and identify, posing
new challenges in preventing the platform
from being used for political misinformation,
cyber security experts say. This was apparent
as Facebook tried to determine who created
pages it said were aimed at sowing dissension
among US voters ahead of congressional
elections in November. The company said on
Tuesday it had removed 32 fake pages and
accounts from Facebook and Instagram
involved in what it called “coordinated inau-
thentic behavior.”

While the United States improves its
efforts to monitor and root out such intru-
sions, the intruders keep getting better at it,
said cyber security experts interviewed over
the past two days. Ben Nimmo, a senior fel-
low at the Washington-based Digital
Forensic Research Lab, said he had noticed
the latest pages used less original language,
rather cribbing from copy already on the
internet. “Linguistic mistakes would give
them away before, between 2014 and 2017,”
Nimmo told Reuters. 

“In some of these newer cases it seems
they’ve caught on to that by writing less (orig-
inal material) when posting things. With their
longer posts sometimes it’s just pirated, copy
and pasted from some American website. That
makes them less suspicious.”Facebook’s prior
announcement on the topic of fake accounts,
in April, directly connected a Russian group
known as the Internet Research Agency to a
myriad of posts, events and propaganda that
were placed on Facebook leading up to the
2016 US presidential election. 

This time, Facebook did not identify the
source of the misinformation. “It’s clear that
whoever set up these accounts went to much
greater lengths to obscure their true identi-
ties than the Russian-based Internet
Research Agency (IRA) has in the past,” the
company said in a blog post on Tuesday
announcing the removal of the pages. “Our
technical forensics are insufficient to provide
high confidence attribution at this time.”

Facebook said it had shared evidence con-
nected to the latest flagged posts with several
private sector partners, including the Digital
Forensic Research Lab, an organization
founded by the Atlantic Council, a
Washington think tank. Facebook also said
the use of virtual private networks, internet
phone services, and domestic currency to pay
for advertisements helped obfuscate the
source of the accounts and pages. The perpe-
trators also used a third party, which
Facebook declined to name, to post content.
Facebook declined to comment further, refer-
ring back to its blog post.

US President Donald Trump’s top national
security aides said on Thursday that Russia is
behind “pervasive” attempts to interfere in
November’s elections and that they expect
attempts by Russia, and others, will continue
into the 2020 elections. They say they are
concerned that attempts will be made to
foment confusion and anger among various

political groups in the United States and
cause a distrust of the electoral process. 

Two US intelligence officials who request-
ed anonymity told Reuters this week there
was insufficient evidence to conclude that
Russia was behind the latest Facebook cam-
paign. However, one said “the similarities,
aims and methodology relative to the 2016
Russian campaign are quite striking.”

Previous mistakes
Experts who track online disinformation

campaigns said the groups who launch such
efforts have changed how they post content
and create posts. “These actors are learning
from previous mistakes,” said John Kelly, chief
executive of social media intelligence firm
Graphika, adding they do not use the same
internet addresses or pay in foreign currency.
“And as more players in the world learn these
dark arts, it’s easier for them to hide among
the multiple actors deploying the same play-
book,” he said.

Philip Howard, an Oxford University pro-
fessor of internet studies and director of the
Oxford Internet Institute, said that suspicious
social media accounts like those taken down
this week were once more easily identifiable
because they shared the same information
from high-profile publications like RT, the
Russian English-language news service, or
Breitbart News Network. — Reuters
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PARIS: In this file photo in Paris shows the logo of the social network Facebook on a broken
screen of a mobile phone. — AFP


